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Abstract. In aged people, the central vision is affected by Age-Related Macular
Degeneration (AMD). From the digital retinal fundus images, AMD can be recognized because of the existence of Drusen, Choroidal Neovascularization (CNV),
and Geographic Atrophy (GA). It is time-consuming and costly for the ophthalmologists to monitor fundus images. A monitoring system for automated digital
fundus photography can reduce these problems. In this paper, we propose a new
macula detection system based on contrast enhancement, top-hat transformation,
and the modified Kirsch template method. Firstly, the retinal fundus image is processed through an image enhancement method so that the intensity distribution is
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improved for finer visualization. The contrast-enhanced image is further improved
using the top-hat transformation function to make the intensities level differentiable between the macula and different sections of images. The retinal vessel is
enhanced by employing the modified Kirsch’s template method. It enhances the
vasculature structures and suppresses the blob-like structures. Furthermore, the
OTSU thresholding is used to segment out the dark regions and separate the vessel
to extract the candidate regions. The dark region and the background estimated
image are subtracted from the extracted blood vessels image to obtain the exact
location of the macula. The proposed method applied on 1349 images of STARE,
DRIVE, MESSIDOR, and DIARETDB1 databases and achieved the average sensitivity, specificity, accuracy, positive predicted value, F1 score, and area under
curve of 97.79 %, 97.65 %, 97.60 %, 97.38 %, 97.57 %, and 96.97 %, respectively. Experimental results reveal that the proposed method attains better performance,
in terms of visual quality and enriched quantitative analysis, in comparison with
eminent state-of-the-art methods.
Keywords: Medical image processing, contrast enhancement, macula detection,
retinal fundus image, blood vessels segmentation
Mathematics Subject Classification 2010: 68U10

1 INTRODUCTION
Age-related Macular Degeneration (AMD) is a general cause of blindness for people
aged 55 or above all over the world [1, 2]. There were about 450 million people with
diabetes in 2016, and this number is anticipated to increase to 2 billion people by
2050 because of the increase in the aging population [3]. The most common problem
of diabetes is diabetic retinopathy (DR), which is the main cause of visual loss and
blindness [4]. The patients of diabetes with DR range from 21.9 % to 36.8 % [5].
A large amount of the world’s health budget requires proper diagnosis, screening,
and analysis of the diseases. DR can be curable, appreciable, and can gain the
vision back only when the proper medication begins from the initial stage of the
disease, however, no efficacious cure is currently accessible to gain the vision back
once it is growing. Hence, the proper treatment at the early stage can recover the
vision [6, 7, 8]. In many growing countries, there is a scarcity of ophthalmologists,
and the number of people aged 58 and above is increasing at a double rate in relation
to the number of medical specialists in developed countries [9].
Ophthalmologists are required to assess the alterations in the retina over time
for the early detection and inspection of the development of the disease. Manual
inspection of the development of the disease is almost unimaginable by the specialist
in such a large population, which has become especially relevant considering the
current COVID-19 pandemic and associated lockdowns. Therefore, now it is deemed
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necessary to make the process automated and retain track of the alterations of the
retina [10, 11]. Today, from the retinal fundus camera images the retina containing
pathologies for instance drusen in the digital image can easily be seen [12].
A macula is an essential unit of the retina in the human eye which manages sharp
central vision [13]. The macula is a yellowish oval shape situated on the secular side
of the optic nerve head close to the center of the retina. It consists of high visual
acuity. It performs the blockage of the natural sunlight because it can consume the
extra blue and ultraviolet light, which enters the human eye. The damage in the
macula and any other abnormalities like red lesions, cotton wool spots, and exudates
nearby macula result in the central vision loss. The continuous damage of a macula
or the existence of hard exudates nearby the macular area is an eye disease identified
as clinically significant macular edema (CSME) [14].
Macula recognition is essential in discovering and diagnosing eye-related pathologies [15] such as diabetic retinopathy [16]. Firstly, image processing algorithms are
important in reducing human errors, secondly, the early detection of eye disease
assists in averting costly laser surgery, and thirdly, this helps in comparison of many
fundus images at an instant. To enhance the medical treatment this type of observation is very significant. The ophthalmologists need time to identify the disease in
the human eye retina, they can detect the disease, but it is expensive as well [17].
It is also not possible to detect manually. Hence taking these problems in line that
are challenged in the medical imaging field.
For the rapid examination and cure of numerous eye diseases, the retinal fundus photographs are generally used in clinics [18]. The fundus photography can be
achieved by the fundus camera that consists of a low power microscope with a close
camera. Retinal fundus image demonstrates the internal surface of the human eye
which comprises the macula, fovea, optic disc, retinal blood vessels, optic cup, posterior pole, and veins. The colored fundus image of the human eye is displayed
in Figure 1, which labels important features like macula, optic disc, blood vessels,
etc. These are some basic features of the fundus image that assist in evaluating the
pre-processing step.
Although existing methods achieved good performance in the segmentation of
retinal vessels and detecting the macula, however, the accurate automatic detection
of the macula and the segmentation of the retinal vessel is still a challenging task
due to variations in the color, shape, and size of the macula. The limitations of the
existing methods can be summarized as follows:
1. Failed identification of the thin retinal vessels with poor contrast.
2. Poor segmentation of the retinal vessel appears to distort edges due to the
influence of noise and other uneven contrast artifacts, crossing the regions and
the regions of the close vessels.
3. Blurring effect near the strong edges during the localization of the macula.
4. Most of the existing methods are computationally complex and take a longer
processing time to detect the macula.
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Figure 1. Colored fundus image with important features [3]
We propose a novel automatic detection method of macula and identification of
the AMD disease using retinal fundus images, having the following contributions.
1. We apply contrast stretching as a preprocessing step to improve the edge details
from the input source images.
2. We propose a modified Kirsch’s template method for the segmentation which is
used to divide the vessel to extract the candidate regions.
3. The novel shaped based extraction technique is used to detect the location of
the macula.
4. The computational efficiency of the proposed method is also assessed. The
proposed method takes less processing time to detect the location of the macula
when compared with existing algorithms.
5. Furthermore, this simulation analysis indicates that the proposed method achieves better performance, both visually and provides improved information extraction, in comparison with existing methods, as it will be debated in Section 4.
The remaining paper is structured as follows. Section 2 reviews the prominent
related work on macula detection. In Section 3 the detailed methodology of the
proposed method is discussed. Section 4 analyses the performance of the proposed
method in comparison with the other state-of-the-art methods and, finally, Section 5
concludes this paper with future research goals.
2 RELATED WORK
This section critically reviews the significant work on retinal vessel segmentation
and macula detection using the retinal fundus images.
Many researchers have worked on the automated detection of the macula using
retinal fundus images. Nazari et al. [19] proposed a hybrid of multi-scale detection
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with top-hat transformation pre-processing to enhance the contrast of the vessel
from the background for blood vessel segmentation. The method achieved 95.10 %
accuracy on the DRIVE dataset. Alais et al. [15] presented an algorithm based on
a fully convolutional network for the recognition of macular region and fovea using
retinal fundus image. The authors selected 6098 retinal fundus images from e-ophtha
database [17] and obtained an accuracy of 96.4 %. Syed et al. [18] proposed an automatic system for the detection of Macular Edema (ME) using retinal fundus images.
This method uses different hybrid features and support vector machines (SVM) for
the identification of fovea and exudates segmentation which further classify the ME.
This method uses public and local databases and attained an accuracy of 96.1 %.
GeethaRamani and Balasubramanian [20] use a data mining approach to segment
out the macula. An unsupervised heuristic-based clustering method creates the binary image which is further post-processed to remove the undesirable components
to detect the macula. This method was tested on HRF, DRIVE, DIARETDB0,
DIARETDB1, HEI-MED, STARE, and MESSIDOR datasets and obtained the accuracy of 100 %, 100 %, 96.92 %, 97.75 %, 98.81 %, 90 %, and 99.33 %, respectively.
Orujov et al. [21] proposed a system based on fuzzy rules for the detection of blood
vessels in the retinal fundus images. The experiments were examined on DRIVE,
STARE, and CHASEdb datasets and obtained an accuracy of 0.939, 0.865, and 0.950
respectively. Saroj et al. [22] presented a method based on Frechet matched filter
for the segmentation of retinal vessels and obtained the specificity of 97.24 %, the
sensitivity of 72.78 %, and accuracy of 95.09 % for the STARE database. Ghoshal
et al. [23] use retinal fundus images for vessel extraction by removing the noise to
get the segmented vessels. The experiment was performed on a the DRIVE dataset
and attained a sensitivity of 0.7260, specificity of 0.9802, and accuracy of 0.9563.
Dharmawan et al. [24] developed an automated segmentation of optic disc using
retinal fundus images. The modified Dolph-Chebyshev Type II matched filter is
used to detect the boundaries of the optic disc. This method uses the DRIVE and
MESSIDOR databases with an average accuracy of 99 %. Kaya [25] presented an
algorithm for optic disk (OD) detection by employing the Cuckoo Search method
and structural similarity index measure (SSIM) using retinal images. This method
has an accuracy of 100 % on ONHSD, 100 % on DRIONS, and 97.5 % on DRIVE
databases. Palanivel et al. [26] proposed segmentation of retinal vessels images using
a supervised classification approach. The retinal vessels are segmented using multifractal characterization. This method uses the DRIVE, STARE, and CHASEDB1
databases and attained an average accuracy of 0.9542, 0.9459, and 0.9459, respectively. Kadry et al. [27] designed a Multi-Scale-Matched-Filter (MSMF) using the
Slime-Mould-Optimization algorithm to extract blood vessels from digital fundus images. Then, an examination among extracted vessels and the Ground-Truth image
is executed and the Image-Performance-Values are computed for images, achieving
an accuracy of 97.15 % on DRIVE and 97.16 % on CHASE DB1 datasets. Agurto
et al. [28] proposed the automatic approach for the detection of the macula in the fundus images using a multi-scale optimization technique. Finally, Aljazaeri et al. [29]
proposed a deep learning approach for glaucoma detection in retinal fundus images.
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They used a faster region proposal neural network (RCNN) to detect the optical
disc. Then a regression network was trained to estimate the cup-to-disc ratio by
analyzing reign around the optical disc, and the MESSIDOR dataset was used for
validation.
From the literature review, the previous methods have provided better information extraction. Although, there are still various concerns that need serious
attention, such as
1. poor contrast when identifying the retinal vessels,
2. low segmentation of the retinal vessel due to influence of noise, and
3. blurring effect near the strong edges during the localization of the macula.
To resolve these aforementioned problems, we propose a novel macula detection
method that is elaborated on in the following section.
3 THE PROPOSED TECHNIQUE
The schematic flowchart of the proposed method is displayed in Figure 2. Firstly,
a contrast enhancement-based technique is employed on the retinal fundus image to
enhance the contrast. To refine the quality of the image for perfect segmentation,
a pre-processing step is applied to the source images. Morphological filtering is
employed on the pre-processed image to enhance the retinal vasculature of the fundus
image. After that, segmentation is applied to the pre-processed color fundus images.
Segmentation is employed to separate the vessel to extract candidate regions. For
the exact detection of the macula, the image contains both the vessel and macula
combined and the background image should be estimated, therefore it will be easy to
get the macula by subtracting these images from the filtered image. The image not
only contains the macula but also consists of some broken vessel parts. The location
of the macula is necessary, hence the radius and the diameter of the centroid and
eccentricity of connected components are computed. By computing these many
features are extracted in which location of the macula can easily be recognized.
Recognition of the normal and the AMD diseases of the eye can be differentiated
by determining the shape of the macula if the shape of the macula is found around
it is classified as normal and if a shape is not round it is categorized as AMD. The
result is also verified by the ophthalmologist.
3.1 Green Channel Extraction
Colored retinal fundus images are in imperfect contrast. Therefore, it is very important to enhance the contrast of the images. To find the exact location of the
macula the color images are converted into the green channel. To figure out the
luminance data of the color images after reducing hue and saturation, a grey-scale
strategy has been applied. The extreme local contrast among the background and
foreground can be found by extracting the green channel of the color images. The
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Figure 2. Schematic diagram of the proposed system
Green channel captures the great intensity contrast between the macula and the
background. Retinal fundus images need to be separated into three channels and
we use only one of them.
The extraction of red, blue, and green channels of the retinal fundus image is
shown in Figure 3. As shown in Figures 3 a) and 3 b), the red and blue channels
are not extracting complete information. The blue channel extracted from the retinal images has poor contrast and does not contain all the necessary information
for further processing. In the red channel, the vessels in the fundus images are
found out noticeable, on the other hand, the red channel incorporates much noise
or sometimes it is just saturated. In Figure 3 c) green channel provides a full and
detailed information of the retinal fundus image. Green channel extraction from the
color retinal images provides a prominent outcome in the contrast of blood vessels
as in this channel it darkens the blood vessels on a bright background. So, in this
paper, we have used the green channel for the exact localization of macula and the
detection of AMD.
3.2 Contrast Enhancement
To enhance the low contrast images the histogram equalization approach seems to be
a more effective technique. The source image can be delineated as close as possible
to the uniform distribution in the histogram equalization method. Non-Parametric
Modified Histogram Equalization (NMHE) [30] is used to improve the contrast and
keep the average brightness of the input image.
First, NMHE eliminates the spikes from the original histogram. After that, the
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a)

b)

c)

Figure 3. Left: The retinal fungus image. Right: a) Red channel extraction, b) Blue
channel extraction, c) Green channel extraction.

algorithm clipped the histogram and calculated the cumulative distribution function
(CDF) of the transitional renewed histogram from the uniform one. It operates
as a weighting factor to build a final updated histogram. Equation (1) determines
a threshold and pixels higher than the threshold contribute in the modified histogram
as follows:
Am (i) = f [i | B],
(1)
where f [i | B] is the occurrence probability of ith intensity-level given horizontal contrast variation B. A measure of un-equalization (Me ) is calculated in Equation (2).
X
Me =
(e − hm c).
(2)
The value of Me is a pointer to those images which do not follow a uniform distribution. e is a uniform probability density function (PDF), and hm c is a modified
clipped histogram calculated from the original histogram. The weighted factor of
the modified PDF is given in Equation (3).
hN = (Me )Am + (1 − Me )e.

(3)

The CDF of the image is achieved from redesigned histogram hN as in Equa-
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tion (4).
rN (s) =

s
X

hN (s).

(4)

i=0

The transformation operation X(m) obtained by using rN is given in Equation (5).
X(m) = [(Q − 1)rN (s) + 0.5],
(5)
where X(m) is employed to green channel extraction images to obtain the contrastenhanced images. Contrast enhancement results in improved edges in the input
images.
Figures 4 a) and 4 b) show the enhancement from the green channel and the
contrast-enhanced image, respectively. From the images, it can be observed that
after applying the contrast enhancement method, the image gradients are greatly
enhanced. On completion of this phase, the proposed method enters the third stage,
which is elaborated in the below subsection.

a) Enhancement from green channel

b) Final contrast enhancement

Figure 4. The retinal fungus image for contrast enhancement

3.3 Top-Hat Filtering
Contrast enhancement based techniques enhance the image quality, but still, the
images need more enhancement to protrude dark objects in the retinal fundus im-
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ages. The blood vessels and macula have dark intensities so for the detection of the
macula, the contrast-enhanced images need more modification to darken the dark
intensity objects in the fundus images. Blood vessels, hemorrhages, and macula are
the darker objects in the retinal fundus image, by implementing a top-hat filter,
the image gets clear from the dark objects. Therefore, there is a clear intensity
separation between the darker segment and brighter segment and hence can easily
get the vessels and macula from an image.
The top-hat transform of the function m is expressed in Equation (6) as:
Xh (m) = m • h − m

(6)

where • denotes the closing operation.

Figure 5. Illustration of top-hat filtering: original image (left), filtered image (right)
After top-hat filtering, the proposed method enters the fourth stage, which is
discussed in the next subsection.

3.4 Segmentation of Blood Vessel
In this section, the retinal blood vessels are obtained by using the modification to
the legacy Kirsch’s template technique [31]. Blood vessel extraction is the most
important part in diagnosing the eye disease in fundus image [32]. The modified
Kirsch templates use the size of 3 × 3 kernels for the extraction of blood vessels
when the threshold value reaches the maximum. This method is commonly used
to cognizance the edges and extract blood vessels [33, 34]. The result of using
the Kirsch model is to obtain the image with clear blood vessels. Blood vessel
detection material-specific and mark pixels are verified by defining the brightness
level of neighboring pixels. The blood vessel extraction is achieved by observing the
brightness level change in the image, if there is no brightness difference then there
is no probability of blood vessels. The modified Kirsch template for the extraction
of the blood vessel is executed using the single mask of size 3 × 3 and rotate it in
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The magnitude of the blood vessel is calculated by employing the modified
Kirsch operator where maximum magnitude exists along with all the directions. The
Kirsch convolution kernel matrix has all the information regarding the pixel and its
neighbors. It detects all the blood vessels in all directions. The modified Kirsch
template model has eight feasible directions that include north, west, south, east,
northeast, southeast, southwest, and northwest. From all the possible constructed
templates, the template having the largest value is considered as the output value
and then the blood vessel is extracted accurately. For the exact extraction of blood
vessels, the Kirsch template can arrange and rearrange the threshold values to get
the accurate blood vessel [35].
The modified Kirsch operator Z(x) for the detection of blood vessels is expressed
in Equation (7) as:
k+1
X
Z(x) = max[1, max
Xh (m)],
(7)
k

k−1

where Xh (m) is used for all the eight neighbouring pixels to x and subscripts k
is calculated by modulo eight. In eight different directions, the modified Kirsch
template method uses the spatial filters. This completes the blood vessels segmentation phase and allows the proposed method to continue to the following subsection.
3.5 Estimation of Background and Black Objects Segmentation
To get the macula the background image needs to be estimated by subtracting this
image from the modified Kirsch template image. The region of interest (ROI) is the
dark region because vessels and macula both appear dark in the enhanced image. In
this step, images need to be binarized for removing the small objects or filling small
holes. For the computing or manipulative, the object features that include size or
intensity mean, binary object masks can be used [36]. In retinal fundus images,
numerous spots include hemorrhages, macula, optic disc, and vessels. These spots
are different from each other according to their size, color, and shape. The algorithm
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a) Original image

b) Extracted blood vessels

Figure 6. Extraction of blood vessels using the modified Kirsch template method
for the feature extraction from the enhanced image using the OTSU method is
displayed in Figure 7.

Figure 7. Flow diagram for feature extraction
A multi-scale segmentation method is used to segment the macula and vessels.
Then a median filter [37] is applied with different sizes according to the size of macula
and vessel to smoothen the image and then subtract from the enhanced image, after
applying median filter the dark regions look brighter and more segmented using the
OTSU method. For the removal of bright spots, the image having negative pixels is
fixed to zero. For the detection of the macula with thin and thick vessels, a multiscale thresholding method is used. The sizes for the median filter are selected as
80 × 80 and 135 × 135, the final image is obtained by joining the estimated images
from these filters.
A median filter is used to eliminate the separated pixels and some small areas
produced by the image noise. The median filter lies in the middle of the observation
data. It minimizes the l1 norm in Equation (8) as:
M (x) =

n
X

|Z(x) − Med| −→ min.

(8)

i=1

To acquire the updated binary image, the median filtered image is then sub-
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tracted from the source image in Equation (9).
S(x) = Am (i) − M (x).

(9)

Then the OTSU method [38] is used for the segmentation and binarization of
retinal fundus images. As a result, the thin and thick vessels in the binary image
are acquired. Finally, image addition is used to create a double exposure of two
images into a single image. The final image is obtained by combining two binary
images. The resultant image of the estimation of background and black objects
segmentation is shown in Figure 8. This completes the estimation of background
and black objects segmentation phase that leads the proposed method to continue
to the next stage, which is discussed in the next subsection.

a)

b)

Figure 8. Estimation of background and black object segmentation

3.6 Detection of Macula Using Shape Based Extraction Technique
Finally, the macula is detected by subtracting the background estimated image from
the filtered image. The size of macula is 3mm and oval-shaped, having clear edges
and dark in color. The resultant image contains all objects on retinal images with
dark intensities that include hemorrhages, blood vessels, some sort of noise, broken
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vessels, and the macula. To compute and extract the macula from this resultant
image, we need to calculate the radius and diameter of the centroid and eccentricity
of connected components. The steps of level 1 extraction are illustrated as follows.
1. Computation of the connected components from the image which is obtained
by subtraction of the modified Kirsch’s template method image and background
estimated image.
2. Extraction of centroids from connected components and calculation of their centers.
3. Compute the number of centroids.
4. Find the major and minor axis length of centroids and then subtract them.
5. If the subtracted value is less than 30 than the detected object is macula because
major axis and minor axis are longest and shortest diameter if both are equal
than the subtracted value will be zero, then the object will be circular as the
subtraction value is less than the object is similar in blob shape.
The detection of the macula is also detailed in Algorithm 1.
Algorithm 1 Extraction of Macula
Input Image: Image as a result of subtracted modified Kirsch’s template method
and background estimated image.
Output Image: Macula candidate image.
begin
stat = regionprob(image)
centre = stat.centroid
l = length(centre)
data = major axis length centroid-minor axis length centroid
for i = 1 : l do
begin
if data < 30 then
calculate diameter and radius of centroid
radius[i] = radius
else
radius[i] = 0
end if
end for
end
After completing the macula detection stage, the proposed method enters the
final stage, which is presented in the next subsection.
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3.7 Categorization of Normal and AMD Case Macula
As we can see from Figures 9, 10, 11, the localization of macula has been detected
significantly using the proposed method. The size of the macula is 3 mm, having dark
color, round in shape with clear edges. If the macula lies under the given condition,
the subjected image is considered as a healthy eye; otherwise, the corresponding
retinal image is considered as age-related macular degeneration (AMD) eye.

a) Color image

b) Enhanced image

Figure 9. Localization of macula on retinal fundus image. Location of macula is shown
by green circle.

This section completes the macula detection process through our proposed method. The next section details the experimental results and presents a discussion of
our proposed method.
4 PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
4.1 Simulation Setup
The proposed system is compared with some of the other techniques to clarify the
efficacy and the perfection of the algorithm. The experiments are executed on
a laptop in Matlab R2020b (MathWorks Inc.) and on an Intel(R) Core(TM) i7
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a) Color image

b) Enhanced image

Figure 10. Localization of macula of normal eye fundus image
2.6 GHz processor with 12 GB RAM. The performance of the proposed method is
verified on the DRIVE [39], STARE [40], MESSIDOR [41], and DIARETDB1 [42]
datasets for the detection of macula. In this experiment, a total of 1 349 images are
used, in which 40 images are taken from the DRIVE dataset, 20 images from the
STARE dataset, 1 200 images from the MESSIDOR dataset, and 89 images from the
DIARETDB1 dataset. The resolution of the DRIVE dataset is 565 × 584, STARE
dataset is 700 × 605, MESSIDOR and DIARETDB1 dataset is 1 440 × 960. Table 1
shows a complete description of all used datasets.
Database
DRIVE
STARE
MESSIDOR
DIARETDB1
Total Images

Number of Images
40
20
1 200
89
1 349

Normal
33
12
971
5
1 021

AMD
7
8
229
84
328

Table 1. Complete description of database
The dataset contains the retinal fundus images of healthy eyes, having hemorrhages, hard and soft exudates, AMD disease, diabetic retinopathy, noise artifacts,
and many more imperfections that are considered very common to low-cost fundus
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a) Color image

b) Enhanced image

Figure 11. Localization of macula of macular degeneration (AMD) eye image

images, therefore, the proposed method is designed to remove these difficulties with
slight modifications. Figure 12 shows the retinal fundus image for the normal and
the AMD eye.

a) Normal eye

b) AMD eye

Figure 12. Retinal fundus image
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4.2 Extraction of Macula for Normal and AMD Eye
The proposed method is evaluated using publicly available datasets. The complete
database of 1 349 retinal fundus images was taken as a set and none of them is
excluded. In addition to visual inspection, the quantitative comparison is done by
comparing the ground truth and the macula detected method. Firstly, all the 1349
images of the complete database were perfectly pre-processed. In this subsection, the
results of the proposed method are presented in identifying the macula. Figures 13
and 14 show the results of extraction of the macula for the normal and the AMD
eye classes of fundus images.

a) Enhanced retinal image

b) Extraction of macula

Figure 13. Normal retinal fundus image

a) Enhanced retinal image

b) Extraction of macula

Figure 14. AMD retinal fundus image
Figures 15 and 16 show the localization of the macula in the enhanced image
for the normal and the AMD eye.
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b) Localization of macula

Figure 15. Normal retinal fundus image

a) Enhanced retinal image

b) Localization of macula

Figure 16. AMD retinal fundus image
4.3 Performance Evaluation Criteria
The results of our proposed method are analysed using several metrics, i.e., Accuracy
(Acc), Sensitivity (Sn), Specificity (Sp), Area under Receiver Operating Characteristic (ROC) curve also known as Area Under Curve (AUC), Positive Predicted Value
(P P V ) and F1 score (F 1). These parameters are used for the measurable factor
to compare the performance of the proposed method with other methods. These
metrics are defined as follows:
Accuracy(Acc) =

(T P + T N )
× 100 %,
(T P + F P + T N + F N )

(10)

Sensitivity(Sn) =

TP
× 100 %,
(T P + F N )

(11)

Specificity(Sp) =

TN
× 100 %,
(T N + F P )

(12)

PPV =

TP
× 100 %,
(T P + F P )

(13)
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F 1 score (F 1) = 2 ∗

Precision ∗ Recall
.
Precision + Recall

(14)

Accuracy shows the localization of macula and detection of normal and abnormal
cases. Sensitivity shows the effectiveness in the identification of the actual macula.
Specificity indicates the non-macula candidates. In the equations T P are True
Positive values which mean images containing the macula that are AMD, T N are
True Negative values that show other than AMD diseases exist in the fundus image.
F P are False Positive values, which mean that image is not AMD but it is detected
as AMD, F N are False Negative values, which mean that image is AMD but it is
not detected as AMD.
4.4 Results and Discussion
The proposed method is performed using different evaluation metrics such as accuracy (Acc), sensitivity (Sn), specificity (Sp), positive predicted value (P P V ), and
F1 score (F 1). A total of 1349 retinal fundus images are used using four different
databases. The evaluation of the proposed algorithm is performed for the detection
of the macula. The results of our proposed method are also compared with some
existing methods for each dataset to check superiority and effectiveness. Each experiment is replicated 5 times and their average results are taken. Table 2 displayed
the results of macula detection using different datasets. The ophthalmologist manually marks the macula in each image to see the result of the macular detection. The
macula segmented manually by a human observer is used as a ground truth. DRIVE
mainly has normal subjects and contains good quality images therefore the proposed
method showed 100 % results. Although using other datasets, the accuracy of our
proposed method is still above 97 %.
Database
DRIVE
STARE
MESSIDOR
DIARETDB1
Total

Number of Images
40
20
1 200
89
1 349

Correctly Detected
40
19
1 127
85
1 271

Accuracy ( %)
100
95
93.9
95.5
94.21

Table 2. Results of macula detection
Tables 3, 4, 5 and 6 show the quantitative comparison of our proposed method
with other existing methods for each dataset and it can perceive that the proposed
method outperforms the other state-of-the-art methods even for a large dataset. Our
proposed method has achieved high values of sensitivity, specificity, and accuracy
as compared to other methods as highlighted in bold text. The reason for the improvement is the use of contrast enhancement algorithm, detailed modified Kirsch’s
template feature for the segmentation, and spatial gradient-based edge detection
feature which are not used by other authors. The detection of the macula is much
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Authors
GeethaRamani et al. [20]
Dhivyaa et al. [43]
Nugroho et al. [44]
Guo et al. [45]
Taori et al. [46]
Maqsood et al. [47]
Our Proposed Method

Sensitivity
(SN)
–
85.2 %
86.5 %
90 %
75.5 %
94.96 %
96.10 %

Specificity
(SP)
–
90.01 %
85 %
95.1 %
89 %
95.11 %
95.76 %

Accuracy
(ACC)
90.0 %
92.0 %
93.01 %
94 %
92.5 %
95.04 %
95.45 %

Time
(s)
N.A.
N.A.
N.A.
N.A.
N.A.
16.01
15.89

Table 3. Performance comparison for STARE dataset. N.A. – data not provided.
Authors
Pachade et al. [23]
Kaya et al. [25]
Jebaseeli et al. [48]
Hidayatullah et al. [49]
Our Proposed Method

Sensitivity
(SN)
68.2 %
–
68.03 %
–
97.91 %

Specificity
(SP)
75 %
–
93.43 %
–
97.83 %

(ACC)
(ACC)
92.8 %
97.5 %
93.01 %
94.07 %
97.88 %

Time
(s)
N.A.
N.A.
N.A.
N.A.
15.31

Table 4. Performance comparison for DRIVE dataset. N.A. – data not provided.
better than existing methods for both the normal and AMD eyes because of the
proper modeling of the macula rather than just detecting the dark region from the
retinal fundus image.
Table 3 presents the comparison with STARE the dataset. The recorded results
show a better performance of our proposed method while comparing it with existing
methods. Table 4 shows the comparison in the context of the DRIVE dataset where
the proposed method reveals enhanced performance and outperformed other methods quantitatively and is able to detect macula on 100 % of the images. Table 5
shows the comparison with the MESSIDOR dataset where our proposed method
still shows enriched performance as compared to other ones. Table 6 shows the

Authors
Tobin et al. [50]
Deepak et al. [51]
Akram et al. [52]
Singh et al. [53]
Gonzalo et al. [54]
Li et al. [55]
Yaqoob et al. [56]
Our Proposed Method

Sensitivity
(SN)
–
95 %
–
94.68 %
92 %
70.8 %
–
98.93 %

Specificity
(SP)
–
90
–
97.19 %
92.1 %
–
–
99.46 %

Accuracy
(ACC)
76 %
99 %
97.2 %
95.47 %
91.2 %
89.89 %
99.2 %

Time
(s)
N.A.
N.A.
N.A.
N.A.
N.A.
N.A.
22.2
15.42

Table 5. Performance comparison for MESSIDOR dataset. N.A. – data not provided.
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Authors
Syed et al. [18]
Ranamuka et al. [57]
Patil et al. [58]
Our Proposed Method

Sensitivity
(SN)
96.42 %
75.43 %
99 %
98.22 %

Specificity
(SP)
80 %
90.9 %
–
97.54 %

Accuracy
(ACC)
97.5 %
95.84 %
–
97.86 %

Time
(s)
N.A.
N.A.
N.A.
15.19

Table 6. Performance comparison for DIARETDB1 dataset. N.A. – data not provided.

comparison in the context of the DIARETDB1 dataset where our proposed method
still exhibits better performance in view of the existing algorithms. Overall by comparison the proposed method exhibits improved performance towards the detection
of the macula. The proposed method can be used for real-time evaluation and help
the ophthalmologists in automated retinal image analysis.
The performance of our proposed method is also demonstrated using Confusion
Matrix and ROC curves. The confusion matrix of STARE, DRIVE, MESSIDOR,
and DIARETDB1 databases is shown in Figure 19. AUC is also a main quantitative metric that is acquired from ROC curves. The ROC curves plot against the
false-positive rates (1-specificity) and true positive rate (sensitivity) by controlling
the threshold values of the acquired probability maps which are used to get the
macula. AUC computations are evaluated for the STARE, DRIVE, MESSIDOR,
and DIARETDB1 databases. The ROC curve plot is shown in Figure 17.
Grading results of macula detection (with 95 % confidence intervals) are presented in Table 7 that displays data from the aforementioned databases (STARE,
DRIVE, MESSIDOR, and DIARETDB1). The proposed method gives P P V , F 1
and AUC of 94.67 %, 95.37 % and 95.76 % on STARE, 97.84 %, 97.86 % and 96.32 %
on DRIVE, 99.47 %, 99.18 % and 97.83 % on MESSIDOR and 97.54 %, 97.86 % and
97.95 % on DIARETDB1 databases, respectively. The results are summarized in
Figure 18.
Sensitivity
(%)
96.10
STARE
(96.05–96.15)
97.91
DRIVE
(97.90–97.92)
98.93
MESSIDOR
(98.90–98.95)
98.22
DIARETDB1
(98.21–98.23)
Database

Specificity
(%)
95.76
(95.75–95.77)
97.83
(97.82–97.84)
99.46
(99.43–99.46)
97.54
(97.52–97.55)

Accuracy
(%)
95.45
(95.43–95.47)
97.88
(97.86–97.89)
99.2
(99.18–99.20)
97.86
(97.83–97.89)

F1
(%)
95.37
(95.36–95.38)
97.86
(97.85–97.87)
99.18
(99.17–99.19)
97.86
(97.85–97.87)

AUC
(%)
95.76
(95.73–95.78)
96.32
(96.31–96.33)
97.83
(97.81–97.83)
97.95
(97.94–97.96)

Table 7. Macula detection results with 95 % confidence interval (CI)
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Figure 17. Receiver operating characteristic (ROC) plot for retinal STARE, DRIVE,
MESSIDOR, and DIARETDB1 datasets

4.5 Computational Efficiency
Tables 3 to 6 show the time execution (in seconds) for each dataset image. Previous methods have failed to provide the computational efficiency of their proposed
approaches. The results displayed in Tables 3 to 6 reveal that the execution of our
proposed method takes 15.89 s for STARE, 15.31 s for DRIVE, 15.42 s for MESSIDOR, 15.19 s for DIARETDB1 databases. Since our main aim is to enhance the
visualization to detect the macula, the minimization of the execution time will further be improved in future work.
5 CONCLUSION
Detection of macula and blood vessel segmentation has increased importance in
present-day healthcare institutions. Various macula detection methods have been
presented to extract their localization that is used to improve the medical analysis. However, these methods have numerous shortcomings, such as poor contrast
when recognizing the retinal vessels, low segmentation of the retinal vessel due to
inadequate noise, and blurring effect near the strong edges during the localization
of the macula. This paper aimed to resolve the aforesaid concerns and proposed
a new automatic detection and localization of macula by using shape-based feature
recognition. Firstly, the input image is preprocessed using the NMHE histogram
equalization approach and top-hat filter for the enhancement of dark regions and
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Figure 18. Summary of the performance measures of the proposed method on STARE,
DRIVE, MESSIDOR, and DIARETDB1 datasets

subtraction from the modification to the legacy Kirsch’s template method in the
retinal fundus image. The modified Kirsch’s template method is employed on the
contrast-enhanced image to filter and enhance the blood vessels. The OTSU thresholding is employed for the segmentation of the dark regions. The background and
black region estimated image are subtracted from each other to get the macula.
A detailed feature vector for each candidate region is formed consisting of four
types of features such as eccentricity, diameter, radius, and statistical-based features. Based on these features the macula is detected and recognized. The proposed
method was applied to 1349 images from the STARE, DRIVE, MESSIDOR, and
DIARETDB1 datasets, and achieved an accuracy of 95.45 %, 97.88 %, 99.20 %, and
97.86 %, respectively. Moreover our proposed method provides visually pleasant and
high-quality results and is more efficient for the automatic detection of macula and
outperformed other methods. The macula is detected accurately with less amount
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Figure 19. Confusion matrices for classification on retinal STARE, DRIVE, MESSIDOR,
and DIARETDB1 datasets

of computation time and produces superior results for both the healthy and diseased
eye.
In the future, the proposed method will be further analyzed for other application
areas of biomedical image processing.
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